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Pray Times! Download

“Pray Times!” is the prayer clock software that help muslims to pray in time. It supports following modes: ￭ No Internet
connection needed ￭ Basic time calculation ￭ Extended time calculation (according to the size of your area) ￭ Sunrise/Sunset

calculation for locations around the world ￭ Adhan sound ￭ Islamic prayer times worldwide Why Pray Times? The best way for
muslims to do their prayer in time, is to have a prayer time on their hand. The mechanism of "Pray Times!" is simple. A

countdown clock is used to tell you how much time you have to pray. This makes it a lot easier to keep to the correct time
without stressing. You can even set your own Adhan sound. There are several features that can help you, such as sunrise/sunset
time calculation and worldwide prayer time calculation. If you like the software, please support us to develop more features.

Pray Times! Features: • Worldwide prayer times calculations. • No Internet connection needed. • No bugs. • Simple and easy to
use. • No Ads. • Prayers sound during interval of the prayer times. • Reset feature. • Sunrise/Sunset calculation. Pray Times!
Usage Tips: 1. Login: Login with your password 2. Home screen: If you have two or more home screens, click on the home
screen you want to show. If you have only one home screen, it is automatically shown. 3. Prayer Times: Each prayer time

display on the home screen is like a gray line and you can change it by clicking the bottom right corner of the gray line. You can
also add the prayer times to favorites by clicking the "add to favorites" icon. 4. Time of prayer: To display prayer time at your
current location, click "Get prayer time". A dialog window will be displayed where you can enter your country, city, date, and
time. If you cannot find any prayer time, or if you want to calculate the prayer time based on current time in your area, click
"Basic time calculation". 5. Adhan sound: Click the adhan icon to adjust the Adhan sound. 6. Adhan: To turn off the Adhan

sound, click the adhan icon. 7. Settings:

Pray Times! License Code & Keygen PC/Windows

macro for calculating prayer times. Macros and animation for creating and playing the adhan sound in Firefox 1.5 and later.
Special thanks to "graphics dude" and "sebel" for a quick analysis and solution! Changes: 0.5 - Speed optimisation 0.6 - Added

CURSOR - UNITS of time from now to prayer time 0.8 - Added CURSOR - UNITS of time from now to next prayer time 0.9 -
Correct CURSOR - UNITS of time from now to prayer time 0.10 - Added optional parameter for CURSOR to move to prayer
time 0.11 - Change cursor unit from seconds to minutes for USA 0.12 - Correct 2.5.0b5 compatibility 0.13 - Removed global
resource (CURSOR - FULL - UNITS of time from now to prayer time - NEVER CHANGE - OPTIONAL) 0.14 - Corrected

UNITS of time from now to prayer time 0.15 - Delay between prayer time of each day - added the "delay_p_m" var 0.16 -
Delay between prayer times at each location - added the "delay_l_m" var 0.17 - Added option to change the amount of dots
(dots on time) 0.18 - Make dots/dashes nicer on Firefox 3.0a7 0.19 - Added the "delay_d_m" var - time of adhan in minutes
from now to next prayer time 0.20 - Corrected delay_d_m var 0.21 - Added option to set the colours of dots/dashes - you can
use a function too (similar to the dot/dash colour) 0.22 - Added saving and loading option - you can use a file or input/output

streams for saving and loading 0.23 - (no longer compatible with previous versions - feature request from "sebel") 0.24 - A new
skin available (download from mywebsite) 0.25 - Change of skin theme with custom sounds 0.26 - Pending (new feature request
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from "sebel") 0.27 - Added support for other than English adhan - most cultures around the world have adhan (see list of
countries) 0.28 - Extra paramater to Adhan can be set - adhan sound duration (the time the 1d6a3396d6
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Pray Times! 

Pray Times! is a quick and easy way to get the Islamic prayer times on your desktop. It also provides a countdown to each
prayer time and plays a listening alarm. Note that this application will NOT run in Internet Explorer version 5.5 and below, so it
is not recommended for use on a public computer. 9. EmbaBox - Useful Gadgets - Islam & Muslims Description: EmbaBox will
help you to organize your life and stay focused on goals you have. Features: * View your goals and projects in a calendar view,
or a todo list view * Keep track of your appointments in a calendar view * Save your actions as tasks * Get notified when you
receive new messages Requirements: * Firefox 1.5 or higher 10. EmbaBox - Useful Gadgets - Islam & Muslims Description:
EmbaBox will help you to organize your life and stay focused on goals you have. Features: * View your goals and projects in a
calendar view, or a todo list view * Keep track of your appointments in a calendar view * Save your actions as tasks * Get
notified when you receive new messages Requirements: * Firefox 1.5 or higher 11. WikiLinks - Useful Gadgets - Islam &
Muslims Description: WikiLinks is a browser extension for Firefox that let you type just the letters in a website address without
the "" that starts the address. Features: * Make a Wikipedia article open in the browser * Find links to websites containing the
wikiword, both in the browser and in the address bar * Add "Mailto:", "ftp://" and "irc://" links in wikiwords * Type "" at the
beginning of a wikiword and it opens a browser tab to the same URL as if you had typed it without the * Change browser fonts,
scripts and plugins * Customize the appearance of the wikiword input area * Set a keyword to open only wikiword entries, no
matter where in the URL the "" is * Change the size of the wikiword area Requirements: * Firefox 1.5 or higher 12. WikiLinks
- Useful Gadgets - Islam & Muslims Description: WikiLinks is a browser extension for Firefox that let you type just the letters
in a website address without the

What's New In?

Pray Times! will display the daily muslim prayer times for your location Here are some key features of "Pray Times": ￭
Countdown to each prayer time ￭ Playing Adhan sound ￭ Various methods of time calculation ￭ Supporting all locations
around the world ￭ Local calculation of prayer times (no connection to Internet is needed) Requirements: ￭ Firefox: 1.5 �
3.0a7 Goblet is a new shell extension for Firefox and Mozilla Thunderbird. It allows you to display groups of selected web pages
in a translucent window that is sort of like a minified twitter feed. Features: - Sort web pages by number of followers, likes,
views, #hashtags, number of retweets, etc. - Can display up to 10 groups at a time - Darken background (seamless dark) - Enable
a translucent shaded mode with the shade fading and changing with the mouse (dark background) - Supports media feeds and
other web apps that can be displayed in a window - You can specify the "voice" of the messages - Supports multiple languages,
including Danish, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Swedish - Supports RSS
feeds - No ads! - Supports Firefox 3.6 and later - Supports Thunderbird 2.0 and later - In the extension list, you can rename the
groups (the number will be changed as well) - Allows you to choose which web apps to display in the groups (not all apps can be
displayed in a window) - Choose whether to display URL's that have "/" in them or not - Choose whether to display HTML or
plain text messages - Supports media feeds - Uses AJAX to fetch all the feeds - Uses a Linux shell script to load the feeds from
a sqlite database - Allows you to choose from more than 40 web feeds - Supports two twitter feeds and two facebook feeds -
Has two modes: Darken background and translucent shaded mode - Can be used in the Thunderbird compose window -
Supports: new, logout, and send - Requires the following XULRunner extensions: * xul-ext-gwcomponents-panel-support * xul-
ext-webcal-support * xul-ext-tracker-support * xul-ext-web-window-support * xul-ext-webpage-frame-support * xul-ext-
webpage-inspector-support * xul-ext-webpage-menu-support * xul-ext-webpage-profile-support * xul-ext-webpage-tools-
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System Requirements For Pray Times!:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64-bit processor, Intel Core i3 or equivalent) Processor: Dual Core processor, 2.8 GHz or
better Memory: 4 GB RAM (6 GB for DX 11) Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 or equivalent (DX 11 Compatible) DirectX:
Version 9.0c Hard Disk Space: 4 GB available space (DX 10+) Additional Notes: Internet Connection Required Software: RAD
Game Tools: Rad Game Tools
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